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Call us today to ask us questions or eliminate any technical difficulties. We are available during business hours below: Monday to Friday: 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. Moscow time. Weekends 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 pm CST. 1-877-825-5572 Free Travel in the United States After four decades of sharing this evolving work with thousands
of men and women in private intensive and live events, David Deida offers his most comprehensive men's job training in an online format suitable for the needs of this time. This online training is designed to help you embody and advance into the ideas and practices at the center of David's work first outlined more than 20
years ago in the book, The Way of the Higher Man. This course offers additional depth and precision based on a collection of exercises from the last living male retreats, as well as four live WAKE calls. In today's world of heightened fear and economic uncertainty, the lessons of this programme are more relevant than
ever. What does it mean to be sexually valuable in a post-gender world? How can you manage your current sexual desire or lack thereof? How to go through depression and meaninglessness as direct portals to awakening consciousness? What do you need to do or become so that you can die completely? Is your true
goal easy? In this course, you will receive extensive teachings and instructions on: Exploring the differences between the deepest purpose of your life and the more superficial goalsAccesive conscious presence in all financial, sexual and emotional conditions Kultivating esoteric solo and affiliate sexual practice of
yogaNavigation of altered states, gain and loss of purpose, and sexual obsession Toconce immediate access to the primary energy of your own deep being You can read more about all the details of the program below. We look forward to meeting many of you in this training. In gratitude, David Deida's team Feel that you
want to give the most as a gift, for your woman and for the world, and do your best to give it today. Every moment has waited a moment for nothing, and every wasted moment impairs your clarity of purpose. When you harness the vast emptiness of deep consciousness that is your true self, all your behavior and your
approach to life change. You become grounded and unshakable in your Truth, as well as a living source of your truth. The way of the Higher Man is a way of cultivating a complete trust in the reality that lives by you right now. No matter how extensive it may be, reality is happening now and it involves you. It's not just
about how to have the best sex, although your sexual experience can unfold as revelations in the male-female mystery of love, and your erotic abilities can suddenly delve beyond your born physical form. It's not just about how to pick women, although you can become increasingly reliable and magnetic, deeply
embodying your conscious presence. It's not just about how to communicate with your partner, although these teachings can go deep your ability to subtly read your partner's heart and body, so a few words are ever needed. The path of the Supreme Man is spiritual guidance... A roadmap to the mastery of your true
purpose of life and genuine sexual yoga practices, sources in a deep conscious presence. Access a conscious presence in all financial, sexual and emotional conditionsAs to take over work, family and relationships with integrityOpen through grief and discover love deeper than timeRelax in the game with your partner's
emotions Explore the differences between the deepest purpose of your life and the more superficial goals Of how to give your true gifts to your partner, family and world while alive and in death. that Relax with the bliss and agony of the non-purpose love of your woman, Even when it drives you crazy, get and lose
purpose, and sexual obsession Learn as the heart paces through tragic and inevitable karmic changes with family, friends, lovers and colleaguesIn the spiritual portals of depression and meaninglessness Learn to use words and silence to increase Rusty's love-desire from the general genital pleasure of mutual worship. ,
diminishing, and circulating sexual energy Encourage why your deepest gifts are often limited by your most intense resistance Discover for yourself, How to Use Sex for Mutual Spiritual GrowthLearn to Use Your Body as a Means for Ecstatic DissolutionDesign Deep Personal Sexual Yoga Practices, both Solo and in
PartnershipPractice Ultimate Love, as Endless Vulnerability to Cultivate Esoteric Solo and Affiliate Sexual Practice Yoga Priest instant access to your own deep primary energy sex-talkMelt emotional wounds through sexual bliss who comes along, whose work is definitely the next step. Their ideas seem to answer some
of the collective questions hanging in the culture. Their books and seminars become an underground noise, and over a period of time their ideas become part of our cultural language. David Dada is such a man. Marianne Williamson, as we enter a new frontier in expression of consciousness, men and women face new
challenges and opportunities for growth and expansion. As old roles of men and women quickly dissolve, new styles of sexual expression emerge. Women take the lead. Men who are no longer the sole breadwinners or the most oriented members of the household need to rediscover their value, both in the world and in
relationships. When a person's value is no longer measured by what he does, his finances or social status as he its value? In our new world, the presence of man - his depth of awareness - is his most valuable asset. The value of man can be found in his Being. A small man, easily indignant and swaying, stands less for
his woman and his world than a man whose presence is deeply ingrained. Your deep and steady gaze conveys more truth than furtive eyes. Your full, even breath is trusted more than petty, nervous choking. Based on the unfathomable mystery of life, you will learn to be in contact with the expanses of death rather than
fling from one busy superficial activity to another. You grow to be a source in your own depth. The path of the Supreme Man is a way of deep gaze, breathing and purpose. It can't be tampered with. Right now, you're either knowing who you are at depth or you're avoiding it. We all taste God, taste the Goddess, taste pure
Spirit in those moments of sexual delight, and wise men and women have always used this admiration to reveal the innermost secrets of the Spirit. David Dada is so wise. Ken Wilber, recognized as one of the most astute and provocative teachers of our time, bestselling author David Dade continues to revolutionize the
way that men and women grow up spiritually and sexually. His ten books are published in more than twenty-five languages around the world and require reading on courses at universities, churches and a spiritual center. His workshops on radically practical spirituality have been regarded as one of the most original and
genuine contributions to self-development today. Deida is included in the Spiritual 100 list in the Watkins review, which includes the most spiritually influential people around the world. He is a founding member of the Integral Institute, has taught and conducted research at the University of California San Diego School of
Medicine, the University of California-Santa Cruz, the University of San Jose, the Lexington Institute in Boston and the Polytechnic School in Paris, France. Some of his recent books include Blue Truth, The Enlightened Sex Guide, and the 20th anniversary edition of the international bestseller, The Way of the Supreme
Man. Learn to increase your sexual, relational and economic value through the consciousness that comes through your body To discover the process of resting deeper and deeper into consciousness amid the chaos of form and movement Obedit specific practices to develop the skill of resting in mindfulness and
experience the world at the same time yourself as the universe, knowing yourself to fulfill your purpose from a place of consciousnessAcing the dramatic difference between dulling the pain of existence and rising above it? This module will explain to you why women are often so confusing for men. You will discover the
differences between male and female, so that you can navigate your relationship with a deeper understanding of these dynamics. Ultimately, you will learn to experience the evolution of consciousness and divine love that only a woman can bring into your life. Learn how to treat your woman so she fills your life with light
and makes life worthwhile why men are born with a desire to manifest consciousness in the world, and how women can help you clarify that the end is how to balance pain and worship at the same time, so that you can repolar your relationship and move on to the spiritual and sexual ecstasy ofavoid blocking yourself into
your past so that you can create a future for you and your woman who is aligned with your goal. to help you and your woman work through emotional wounds what to do once you can actually have any woman you want or make as much money as you want How do you use polarity to ignite passion and deeply fulfill sex?
Module 3 is a deep dive into male and female, shedding light on many of the pitfalls you may encounter doing this job. You will find out why you are attracted to your partner, and why they will probably drive you crazy. Finally, you will learn how to use this polarity to fulfill your spiritual quest. Find out where you fall on the
spectrum of male and female energy in the realms of body, mind, emotion and spiritualityCreate polarity and balance with your partner as you dance to the rhythm of male and female polarityMake clear differences between polarized moments and moments of therapeutic intimacy, friendship or functional activity,
asparentingDiscover, why men and women tend to attract the same person again and again , and how to work with straight (in terms of physical bodies), learn to accept male and female energy to promote deep contentment and creativity at the same time How do you bring a deep conscious presence in your relationship,
so that you are both fulfilled? More than knowing what your woman really wants and why she does what she does, this module teaches you how to fulfill your partner's greatest desires while maintaining your goal. Learn to internalize your clarity of purpose, so that you can provide vigorously what your woman really
craves to explore why a feminine like a river and a masculine as the banks of rivers; Learn how to provide structure so that a female can relaxDiscover, how to be in a relationship with a woman or a man without losing her male presenceIndeceives how to steer your female partner to the point that it makes her blissful and
ecstaticThe way your female partner transitions from her male and into her feminine, without trying to control her How do you use the dark side of your male presence in the service of your deepest gifts? Male is fraught with a dark side that includes addiction, pornography and the pursuit of sexual conquest. Module 5 is
your guide to using these trends to make you evolve and grow consciously rather than unconsciously or destructively. Learn how to use consciousness to support yourself through the pain of overcoming addictionsRepattern your bodymind transform the impulse in a cunning, beautiful energy that serves others and and
Healthy, not sickDiscover, why does a woman want to be infiltrated by consciousness (in depth), so having multiple partners usually doesn't help allow your natural attraction to a female to enliven you and your perfect relationship, rather than becoming a burden, distraction, or temptation for infidelity, how to give your
consciousness to someone in a sexual way with very clear, inviolable boundaries How do you attract a woman who is ready to meet you in depth? How do you navigate your attraction to women in general? In this module, you will: Learn how to deepen your consciousness, so that you attract women with the same depth
of devotion To discover the true meaning of the word worship and how you can be betrayed with an unwavering presenceSy conscious connection with your partner, which goes beyond the mental, physical, and emotional so that you can deepen your purpose through sex Learn how to draw a woman from the third stage
of consciousness, recognizing her as a light and appreciating her vulnerability and willingness to trust you to practice mutual devotion-worship of each other's souls/divinity, and the real vulnerability of the heart as a way to devote yourself to love and truth in Module Seven, you get practical techniques to begin to embody
everything you've learned. You will receive instructions on how to change your sex life and deepen your spiritual connection. It is the basis for healing your relationship by healing yourself. Learn how to sexually penetrate your partner with breathing, eyes, and consciousness with or without erectionS Learning powerful
consciousness, yogic, and healing practices to work with erectile dysfunction and increase sexual intimacyTot your ability to find bliss and experience fullness of consciousness, So you can discover the endless orgasmic pleasure of self-awareness Openness, how to modulate your orgasms with your attentionLearn, why
ejaculation relaxes and depolarizes, but can reduce consciousness This module involves step-by-step exercises you learn how to maintain deep consciousness during sex, and ultimately in a journey to accomplish your deepest goal. Learn exactly how to circulate energy down the front of the body, Then your spine, how
you use your fantasies to deepen your consciousness, how to release awareness from thoughts and emotional patterns so you can wake up to your identity as instantly pure consciousness, as a work of art arrive in the blink of an eye, step by step instructions on how to practice yoga intimacy with yourself or with
partnerdiscover, as soon as 10 minutes of practice each day can change your life David will be available to you on four live calls. You will be able to ask your questions before these calls. In addition, when you join the training, you will get access to the 4 calls that David made with the previous The Path of Supreme Man
Online Learning Participants. This program presents 100 exclusive David conversations that have been structured according to sections of David's classic bestseller, The Way of the Supreme Man. Every week for 8 weeks, you get another module of tightly curated conversations recorded at live workshops with David.
Inside the private members area, you will get access to a new set of entries each week of the course, as well as downloadable versions of all the exercises and calls. In this session we will look at the process of discovering and fulfilling your goal. When you know your purpose, you wake up inspired and take clear action.
When you lack purpose and clarity, then you can get distracted and life becomes a struggle. In this bonus session we will study: Simple exercises to learn what you should do before you dieWhat it feels like in your body when you are open to your soul purposeThe difference between goals and abilityWhat to do when
what is used to fill you passion is no more a sense of failure is common in the male. We will look at how to take challenges and failures to turn them into fuel that pushes you into skill and then finally rest in a state of deep consciousness. In this bonus session we will explore: the root reasons why people so often feel that
they are not, what they want to achieve As their attitude to failure makes the difference between being an artist and being a technician With failure in achieving the skill of any art or discipline How to use failure and triumph to illuminate a deeper truth and broaden your consciousness Lee pornography to serve your
deepest purpose? Perhaps there is a more conscious way of using. In this bonus session you will learn how to use pornography to speed up your evolution and move on to stage three sexual practices. Learn what it means to bring full consciousness and devotion to your pleasure, ultimately enriching your sex life and
nurturing your deepest purpose. In this bonus session we'll explore: How to use pornography as a path into full consciousness and unity of devotionThe building tantric masturbation practice around pornography and turning your addictions into art-learning steps to finally overcome addiction to pornography and turn your
fantasies into mutual devotion As you rest into a non-community consciousness amid the chaos of family life? How can you accept the movement and flow of the feminine, defining and living your deepest goal? In this bonus session we'll explore: The difference between needing a divorce and just needing more time for
yourself How much time you really need for yourself, and how much time your woman and/or kids really need from you How to tell your woman needs space so she can hear how to use time for yourself most effectively to become deepest, most conscious person you can, remember your man man and bring your gifts to
the people closest to you This will be a rare opportunity for you to ask your questions and be in dialogue with a dedicated female practitioner in a safe container. 1) 6 Hours LIVE A Calls with David Deida2) 6 Hours of Recorded Calls From 20193) 8 Audio Modules by David Deida Teaching (More Than 12 Hours of
Negotiation)4) Private membership site with downloadable access to all RecordingsPlus Bonuses... 5) Bonus Talk: Discovery and Life of Your True Purpose6) Bonus Talk: Using Inability to Achieve Excellence7) Bonus Talk: Addiction and Third Stage Practice8) Bonus Talk: How to Take Time for Yourself Without Feeling
Guilty9) Exclusive Live A Sessions with an experienced student practitioner during these live classes, David will be teaching his most recent work. If for any reason you find that this is not for you, just let us know within 48 hours of the first live call and we will gladly refund your purchase in full. We only want participants
who are fully committed to the study of the Path of the Higher Man. All calls will be conducted live and will be uploaded to a private membership site after calling for easy access. Before each call, you will be able to ask questions. This course is designed as an 8-week intensive, so you have the time and opportunity to
both study the teachings and integrate them into your life. All calls are with David Deida at 1pm PT/2pm MT/3pm CT/4pm ET and scheduled for 90 minutes. All calls are recorded so that you can watch the replay at a convenient time for you if for any reason you can't join live. Live calls will be on the following dates:
Module 1 - Module 2: Thursday, September 10Module 3 - Module 4: Thursday, September 24Modul 5 - Module 6: Thursday, October 8Module 7 - Module 8: Thursday, October 22Ou can join David Deida from ANYWHERE in the world. Check the call time in your time zone with this handy tool: a week after each live call,
we will upload audio recordings to the members' private area for you to listen to and download them. This is the first extensive online training for the Way of the Higher Man, which was created by David Deida. We do not offer scholarships at this time. We cannot confirm if or when we will be releasing this course with live
calls in the future. Please check the spam folder for email that says: Welcome to the Path of Supreme Man Online Learning. If you still don't see it, please contact productions@deida.info for help. If your payment has passed and you have received an email with your login details, then you are registered. Please check the
spam folder to find an email that says: Welcome to the path of Superior Man Online Training. David Deida's team is here to help with any questions you may have about buying and accessing For support, please email: productions@deida.info sometimes our emails may end up your junk/spam folder, so please check
there! If you want to understand masculine better, this program will be a great choice for you. These tracks were recorded at private male retreats, where David addresses the male experience without holding back anything. If you want to know the answers to the questions men are asking when there are no women
around to hear them, this program is for you. This course consists of recordings made at the last male intensive, along with live calls with David Deida. These intense performances represent David's most recent teachings for men. In addition, the modules provide much more detailed and practical advice about the insight
given in the book. If you are already in a good, healthy relationship, you are in the perfect place to benefit from the exercises in this course. The course gives instructions on deepening good relationships into one of deep mutual devotion and sexual worship. If your relationship is chaotic, David can help you understand
why and how to channel that energy into sexual polarity and spiritual growth. Yes. Sexual practices in this course are described to be done alone, so you can practice right now to deepen your consciousness. You will get precise step-by-step instructions from David on how to control ejaculation, open to the full depth of
sexual experience, and channel your sexual energy so that you are more aligned with your goal right now. There are also exercises in this course on how to choose a partner based on knowing your goal, and how to attract a partner that matches your depth of consciousness. Yes. If you are in a relationship, feel free to
purchase one course and share content with your intimate partner. Yes, this course includes detailed sexual yoga and meditation exercises that you can practice to move on to sex as a union of bliss and consciousness. Consciousness. clearstream indoor antenna reviews. best clearstream indoor antenna. clearstream
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